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Professional Design Patterns in VB .NET: Building Adaptable Applications (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	It is perhaps easiest to think of a design pattern as a template for a solution. When presented with a

	problem, the first thing we do is identify the defining characteristics of the problem. Then, we examine

	our armoury to see whether we have a generic solution that solves the problem we've characterized. If

	so, we apply the...
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The Art of Woo: Using Strategic Persuasion to Sell Your IdeasPenguin Press, 2008

	You may need The Art of War to defeat your enemies, but if you prefer to win them over, read The Art of Woo

	

	G. Richard Shell and Mario Moussa know what it takes to drive new ideas through complex organizations. They have advised thousands of executives from companies such as Google, Microsoft, and General...
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Machine Learning for Business: Using Amazon SageMaker and JupyterManning Publications, 2020

	Summary

		
			Imagine predicting which customers are thinking about switching to a competitor or flagging potential process failures before they happen
	
			Think about the benefits of forecasting tedious business processes and back-office tasks
	
			Envision quickly gauging customer...
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Pediatric Secrets: with STUDENT CONSULT Access (4th Edition)Mosby, 2005
The Secrets Series® is breaking new ground again. This best-selling volume in the very popular Secrets Series® is back in an exciting, updated, and completely redesigned 4th Edition! With a new, two-color page layout, a more portable size, a list of the "Top 100 Secrets" in pediatrics, and access to the entire book and more...
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Digital Image Processing Using MATLAB(R)Prentice Hall, 2003
This is the first book that provides a balanced treatment of image processing basics and software principles used in the practical application of image processing. Working in the MATLAB computing environment, it provides a stable, well-supported set of software tools capable of addressing a broad spectrum of applications in digital image...
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Creating Web Pages All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Your key to creating winning Web sites


	Your one-stop guide to creating eye-catching pages with today's most popular tools


	Whether you're looking to show off your digital photos or launch your own blog, this guide delivers all the know-how you need to create Web pages for any...
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Special Functions & Their ApplicationsDover Publications, 1972
Translated by Richard Silverman. Famous Russian work covers basic theory of the more important special functions and their application to specific problems of physics and engineering. Most space devoted to application of cylinder functions and spherical harmonics. Also treated: gamma function, probability integral and related functions, Airy...
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Thomas Hardy's 'Poetical Matter' NotebookOxford University Press, 2009
...the notebook offers a rich and vivid demonstration of the ways in which Hardy, astonishingly creative even into his mid-80s, worked persistently with ideas towards so many of the poems which were gathered into the remarkable final volume, Winter Words. With particular value from a biographical standpoint, we can catch tantalising glimpses of the...
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The Design of Climate Policy (CESifo Seminar Series)MIT Press, 2009
Debates over post-Kyoto Protocol climate change policy often take note of two issues: the feasibility and desirability of international cooperation on climate change policies, given the failure of the United States to ratify Kyoto and the very limited involvement of developing countries, and the optimal timing of climate policies. In this book...
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Guide to Internet Job Searching 2004-2005McGraw-Hill, 2004
The essential guide to finding a job online "Simply the best thing in print on the subject of using the Internet in your job search." -Richard N. Bolles, author of What Color Is Your Parachute? This definitive guide to harnessing the Internet's powerful research capabilities has been thoroughly updated to include the latest online job...
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Riddles of the Sphinx and Other Mathematical Puzzle Tales (New Mathematical Library Series/No. 32)Mathematical Association of America, 1987
This is the third and final collection of puzzle columns that I contributed to Isaac Asimov' s Science Fiction Magazine over a period of about ten years. The format follows that of two previous anthologies: Science Fiction Puzzle Tales (1981) and Puzzles from Other Worlds (1984).

Each chapter poses a problem answered in the First Answers...
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WordPerfect 12 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Make PDFs, use templates, and print envelopes and labels
Here's the perfect way to create and format documents for print or the Web     

Maybe it's a revolutionary thought, but could it be you just want to use your word-processing program to create great-looking, readable documents? Perfect! This friendly guide will get you going with...
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